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Disappearance of Henry Maudsley

In 1991, I published a paper entitled ‘Whatever happened to Henry Maudsley?’, in which I had deduced that the most likely reason for his sudden and inexplicable disappearance was the onset of an attack of clinical depression.

I further deduced that his malady was primarily precipitated by the death of his wife, although secondary factors were at work of which there are two main ones. The first was that he was a childless marriage so that the loss of his wife resulted in the loss of his only emotional prop; second, his father had behaved in an identical way when his wife, Maudsley’s mother, had died.

It was only after the publication of my paper that I realised that my explanation, although certainly feasible, was based on mainly circumstantial evidence, so that, instead of solving the enigma of Maudsley’s disappearance, I had complicated it. But it was too late; I had no option but to rest my case. And this is how the position would be today if serendipity had not taken a hand in the game.

It happened that while researching material about the Victorian alienists, I came across a paper, previously unknown to me, by Dr Thomas Walsmsley concerning Sir James Crichton-Browne, probably the doyen of psychiatrists at that time.

Dr Walsmsley refers in this paper to the occasion when Sir James delivered the first Maudsley lecture to the Royal Medico-Psychological Association in 1920. It is in this paper that Sir James ‘recalled the optimistic and energetic Henry Maudsley with whom he had been friendly in the 1860s. With some feeling [the use of this expression is important in that any demonstration of emotion in public at that time would have been considered infra dig], he contrasted the morose and reclusive Maudsley of later years.’

I remember that at this point I emitted a whoop, a mélange of joy and relief – my supposition as to the disappearance of Henry Maudsley had been vindicated!

A care pathway for schizophrenia

Swaran Singh has recently argued for a care pathway for psychosis or schizophrenia. 1 We have recently argued for a staging approach to schizophrenia. 2 Such an approach argues that there are different stages in the development of schizophrenia, and that therefore different stages of the illness will require different interventions to optimise treatment, be it pharmaceutical, social or psychological. Furthermore, logically, the different stages will require different goals of treatment and different expected outcome measures. Thus, for example, the aim of treatment in the first or 'at risk mental state' stage of psychosis is to prevent psychosis developing, while the aim of the second stage, or the first-episode stage, is to end the psychotic episode and return the patient to work and education.

Staging in schizophrenia also extends to the phase of chronic illness, and here the goal will be, depending on the severity of the illness, to limit the positive and negative symptoms of the illness, to prevent relapse, and to optimise social inclusion, promoting a return to work if possible. Such a staging approach to schizophrenia is underpinned by the neuroimaging evidence, since the loss of grey matter linked with schizophrenia does start in the prodromal 'at risk' phase, becomes more prominent in the first episode, and then becomes incrementally more severe in the later stages of the disease. 3–5 Furthermore, different stages of the illness appear to be mirrored in different patterns of change in such structures as the hippocampus and the amygdala, 6 as well as changes in pituitary volume. 7,8 Thus, a 'staging approach' to schizophrenia does provide a logical framework for the development of a care pathway for schizophrenia, with different stages or phases requiring the development of specialised teams with different expected outcomes, but who will always, in each phase of the illness, strive to optimise treatment in order to achieve the best results. Hence, such a pathway may include an 'at risk mental health' team, which will attempt to reduce the rate of transition to full psychosis in patients who are developing 'prodromal' symptoms. This would be followed in the pathway by a first-episode service which will work assertively with patients so as to deal with the first episode and return patients to work and education, and at the other end of the spectrum, assertive outreach teams will work with patients who are difficult to treat who have demonstrated the most serious deterioration in functioning.

What, however, is missing in this care pathway is the treatment of those patients who are returned to community mental health teams (CMHTs) after 3 years in an early intervention service and who are not deemed ill enough to require referral to the assertive outreach teams. These constitute the majority of patients with long-term schizophrenia. Unfortunately, since CMHTs have other priorities, and indeed are oriented to dealing with patients with relatively less severe forms of mental illness, many of these patients may receive suboptimal care, sometimes consisting of the simple delivery of medication within a depot or clozapine clinic, and without the systematic delivery of psychosocial interventions. As a result, in many cases, social inclusion is not optimised as a direct result of the loss of the assertive approach to care. It is therefore small wonder that both the Lambeth Early Onset (LEO) 9 and the OPUS 10 services report a loss of improvement in outcomes within 5 years of first treatment, after patients have been transferred from early intervention teams to the care of CMHTs.

It is of interest that a study in Russia, 11 where patients were followed up assertively for 5 years, has shown no such loss of improvement in outcomes. It is urgent that the development of ongoing assertive, specialised teams for psychosis, as suggested by Singh, should proceed in order to complete the schizophrenia care pathway. The CMHT cannot provide such an assertive service, since it is focused on other things. Seen in this perspective, recent suggestions that early intervention and assertive outreach teams should be amalgamated into CMHTs and provide elements of specialised care within the CMHTs must further confuse the focus of the CMHTs and constitute a serious misreading of the evidence.


Author’s reply: I am grateful for Dr Agius’ comments and entirely agree that a staging approach allows the development of a comprehensive care pathway for psychotic disorders. With such an approach, the most efficacious and potentially less harmful interventions can be appropriately targeted at an earlier clinical stage of an emerging illness. Such a staging model is widely used in medicine and has recently been described as a heuristic framework for intervening early in all youth mental health problems. 12–14

Half of all adult mental disorders begin in late adolescence, usually with an initial presentation of non-diagnostic symptoms. Mental health services, especially community mental health teams (CMHTs), offer interventions only when an illness is severe...